Story
OpenSAP decided to offer a course to teach students how to build Fiori Apps. Based on previous
experience, they have developed an online course that involves video content, discussion forums,
excercises and a final assignment.
The final assignment consists in a submission of a Fiori App, including a documentation of the design
process, mock-ups and even screenshots of the developed app. Together with the weekly
assignments and the final exam, this final assignment contributes to the total number of points that
determine if a student has passed the course. Due to the high number of participants, openSAP
decided to let the students assess their peers’ assignment, following a predefined set of criteria to
fairly assign an assessment to each app.
Ryan is part of the openSAP team, and has been instrumental in the delivery and administration of
previous courses. For this course, Ryan fears that the high number of final assignments will turn out
to be a bottleneck and delay the completion of the course. In test trials, the current methodology
proved to be very slow, especially when assigning the app submissions to other students for peer
assessment, and when reviewing the rated apps for approval of the final rating.
Our goal is to make Ryan’s life easier by letting him manage these tasks with a Fiori app. This Fiori
app is called META and will let Ryan:
-

See an overview of the app submissions
Filter unassigned app submissions
Assign an app submission to other students for peer assessment
Review the required documentation of the submission
Review the ratings of the peers and of the submitter
Approve the app submission so that the points are added to the students’ final score

Persona
Ryan
„… deliver a great course to the
satisfaction of our students and
teachers.”

35 years old, married. Honors degree in tertiary education, 5
years experience in education content management systems








openSAP Course
administrator






Keep course documentation up-to-date (as needed)
Manage enquiries and complaints from students (as
needed)
Coordinate examination and assessment procedures
(weekly assignments and final exam)
Manage app submissions and their ratings
Coordinate with teachers to receive course content
Manage website tools to maintain course









I need an overview of app submissions
I need details of every app submission
I need tools to manage student queries
…

Students, Teachers

Up-to-date course documentation
Satisfied students and teachers
Working course infrastructure and website
Awarded prize to best app submissions

Website downtimes
Lack of overview of app submissions and their
ratings
Lack of tools to moderate discussions

Current User Experience Journey
Mindset

Ok, today I need to
manage app
submissions

So many
submissions! I
have to assign
them to 5 random
peers for peer
rating

Actions

Boot up computer

Hmm, I need 3-5
random available
students that can
rate this
submission…

Great, now I need
to write these emails and send
them out

Computer

Mail program
Read list of
submission e-mails

Call Bob and wait for
e-mail list

I need the current
list of student email addresses
from Bob

Ok, with which
submission do I
start?

Touch points

Filter submissions
and choose
unassigned one
Assign submission to
3-5 random available
students from Bob’s
list by sending them
an e-mail.
Wait a couple of
weeks…

Bob

List of student emails

Unassigned
submission

List of student emails

Ok, let me review
the ratings on a
rated submission

Filter submissions
and choose rated
one

Rated submission

Student
Hmm, looks good,
let’s review the
documentation just
in case…

Approve
submissions that
meet criteria

I will approve this
submission so the
student get his
points

Reject submissions
that do not meet
criteria, with a
comment.

Mock-ups

App Documentation

Screenshots
Attaching the document with story, Persona, Journey, etc.. (Implemented Components: Header list,
header form, Icon Tab bar, Attachment section)

Reviewing the ratings from student peers. Clicking on each entry opens a detailed view of the ratings.
(Implemented Component: Table of peers)

Finally, Ryan can review the personal rating of the submitter, where he can see his/her ratings in
detail (Implemented Components: Form with detailed ratings)

